DIRECTIONS FOR USE: Place refill in torch. Twist off cap. Adjust wick height as necessary, but no higher than 1". Do not use canister outside of torch. With metal flame guard in place, light inserted wick. Keep clothing, hair and face away from flame. To extinguish, carefully place snuffer cap completely over wick and leave in place until flame has completely suffocated. When flame has been extinguished, remove snuffer cap until the wick has completely cooled. Replace flame resistant cap to protect work. Do not add fuel. Dispose of any unused fuel in accordance with local regulations regarding disposal of combustible materials. FAILURE TO FOLLOW WARNINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR PROPERTY DAMAGE.

Tiki!
Paradise In Your Backyard™

BiteFighter

READY 2 LIGHT®
CITRONELLA & CEDAR TORCH FUEL

Proven Mosquito Repellency
Repulencia contra mosquitos compuesta

Burns up to 12 hours
Ilumina hasta por 12 horas

NET CONTENTS: 12 fl oz (354mL)
CONTENIDO NETO: 349.88 mL (12 onzas líquidas)
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